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2020 MUSICALCANCELED
By Carl Wheezer

M

rs. Moren recently made an exclusive

announcement to the Emerald Press staff that
the 2020 musical will be canceled due to extraneous circumstances. Moren cited the mass
dropping-out of too many seniors and the numerous injuries of the cast due to the falling of
the moon set piece as the main factors towards
the cancellation. Another thing that was considered was the impossibility of putting on a
better show, as this one, according to a Broadway critic, reached ?the pinnacle of drama and
production.? When asked for comment, thespian Wil Eberhardt said "Less work for me, I
guess"
In the past, musicals and plays put
on by Hamilton Masquers have always been
successful, with several lead actors winning
Tonys for their performances. Unfortunately for
the Masquers program (but fortunately for the
world of theatre), 14 actors were recruited to
Broadway, because of their roles in Murder on
the Nile and Addams Family, and two student
pit musicians were offered principal chairs in
the Met Opera?s orchestra. Students will still
have something to look forward to, as Mrs.
Moren will be featured in a one-person rendition of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night?s
Dream January 15th, in the Hamilton Central
School auditorium.

LePage wins Nobel
Prize
By snap: tarikcigeroglu

H

amilton Central School physical

education teacher and varsity baseball
coach Joe LePage will be traveling to
Stockholm, Sweden on December 10th to
receive the Nobel Prize in Physics. The
award, which is given ?to the person who
shall have made the most important discovery or invention within the field of
physics,? according to Alfred Nobel?s
will, is going to LePage for his contributions in the Unified Field Theory, which
couples the four fundamental forces that
are the weak force, strong force, electromagnetism and gravity. The first three
forces have been tied together, but no
one, until now, has been able to add grav
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LePagewinsNobel Prize
Continued from cover
ity into the equation. That?s when LePage?s
work came in. He was coaching baseball
when he noticed his hat levitate suddenly, in
sync with the lights in the gym, and other
forces around him. That?s when he hurried
back into his office and put the puzzle together, completing the theory. This work
proves a theory that has been worked on by
the likes of Albert Einstein and Stephen
Hawking, among many other famous physicists. Lepage will be giving a lecture during
the prize ceremony, where he?ll be sporting
the signature anti- gravity hat that just made
him a million dollars in prize money.

Dudrickadmittedto
HarvardUniversity

Top Ten
X: Sum m er break aboli shed
IX: Bri ndi si park s i n student park i ng lot;
gets boxed i n

By Lorenzo Von Matterhorn

H

VIII: Local bus dri ver hi ts 43 m ai lboxes
amilton Central School sophomore

John Dudrick has gotten into Harvard University. The university identified Dudrick as
a candidate for early enrollment based on his
superior grades, and strong resum?.
Dudrick, who has a 108.6 unweighted grade
point average, has written three books and
was the New York state player of the year for
hockey. This fortuitous resume has earned
Dudrick an acceptance into one of the best
institutions in the world.
Dudrick also has extremely high grades. He
credits this accomplishment to the fact that
he's never gotten below a 101 on a test, and
to the brain strength that the well known cereal ?Apple Jacks? gives him each and every
day.
John plans on majoring in Slavic Languages
and Literatures with a minor in biomedical
engineering. After college, John will go to
medical school to become a surgeon.
John will also be the designated national anthem singer at all of Harvard?s sporting
events.
We wish John good luck at Harvard, and
Hamilton will miss him dearly next year, but
until then, you can always visit him in the library, studying for the next chapter in his life.
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Fadalefoundtobe
evolutionarylink
By @tarik_c19

A

teer school last Wednesday, senior

Colin Fadale was found molting in the locker
room while standing under a heat lamp. After
many tests carried out by biology teacher
Mark Arquiett, it was concluded that some of
Colin?s genes come from an intermediate
species that was present during the time
when reptiles were evolving into early mammals. Biologists at Johns Hopkins University
said that there has never been a specimen like
him and that they will be bringing him in to
do further tests to ensure that this is the evolutionary link between mammals and reptiles
that have been eluding scientists for ages.

Rutledgesetsfinger
lengthworldrecord
By @Ryan_Hunt7

I

t's no secret that Hamilton is home to a

great number of talented people. Ranging
from athletes, to singers, to dancers, to musicians, Hamilton has a surplus of people who
could be famous for something one day. As it
turns out, Hamilton already does.
Sophomore Ryan Rutledge holds the world
record in the ?Longest fingers? category.
Rutledge broke this record in the winter of
his Sophomore year, but kept it unde
r
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wraps in order to avoid enduring a life of
fame
throughout his childhood. Our research team,
led senior researcher Longbranch Pennywhistle, did some digging and found Rutledge?s records.
Ryan?s middle finger measures in at 12
inches from knuckle to fingertip, his ring
finger is 11.8 inches long, his pointer finger
is 11.1 inches, his pinky is 9 inches, and his
thumb was a surprising 7.75 inches.
These numbers may seem false, but we assure you Rutledge?s phalanges are that long.
When asked if there were any special benefits gained from having record setting fingers, Rutledge answered ?It helps a lot with
basketball. That's why I was a first team allleague selection and a Mohawk Valley AllStar.?
Rutledge uses his fingers every day to perform simple tasks like writing, opening various objects, holding things and giving high
fives.
Ryan?s younger brother Gavin is predicted to
surpass Ryan in finger length by the time he
gets into high school, but for now Ryan Rutledge is a world record holder.

A2
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The Emerald Press is produced by the independent
study journalism class. The
materials published in this paper are the efforts of the
Emerald Press Staff and are
not intended to represent the
opinions or values of any
school official or the Hamilton
Central School Board of Education. All materials published
in The Emerald Press are protected by the copyright laws of
the United States.
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Williamsscam
uncovered

warm- ups started, all eyes were on him as
nothing but squeaks came out. Shortly after,

By @tarik_c19

A

t Hamilton and beyond, Sam Williams

was known to all as a French horn player of
the highest caliber. From playing in the
Syracuse Youth Symphony, going to Con-

an FBI investigation was launched into the
validity of Sam?s playing, and after looking
into his own horn, a small speaker was discovered. This caused Sam?s world to fall
around him, as his spot at Northwestern was
taken away, and he was demoted from first to
second French horn in the Hamilton Central
School concert band. When reached out to
for comment, Williams refused to answer.

SpringBreakShortened
By Bryce Belanger

D

ue to confusion caused by Governor

Andrew Cuomo?s statement about the snow
days accrued during the last winter storm, the
ference All- state two times, getting into an
All-Eastern honors band, and gaining admission into Bienen School of Music at Northwestern, Sam has done just about everything
you could hope for in a high school musician.
This is why everyone was shocked when
Williams was discovered to be a fraud. Last
Wednesday, in the middle of band rehearsal,
Williams forgot his instrument at school and
was forced to use a school horn. When

A3
This is the first time this has happened to
Hamilton since 2001, when the snow was
over 8 feet high and nobody could leave their
houses. April break that year was taken away
entirely, and school went until July 7th.
Many students are unhappy with their break
being taken away, many crediting the source
of their anger from fact that they already
made plans to go away that week.
The administration is encouraging all students to come to school on the 13th, with
possible punishment for students who have
unexcused absences that day.
Newly appointed superintendent William
Dowsland did, however, add that he would
?make it up to the students? sometime in the
near future.

Bonus Top 6!
6: Saucy_guckers
5: Short week of school!
4: Early Dismissal tomorrow
3: Schindzas for lunch
today!

2:
1: This EP
Look at yourself trying to read this

administration has miscounted the amount of
snow days Hamilton used this year and were
recently informed that the school closed one
too many times. Due to this mishap, Hamilton will have school on Friday, April 13th,
which previously was the start of spring
break.
?We didn?t want to have to do it? said acting
principal Ryan Hunt ?It was either start break
late or prolong the end of school. We collectively decided that it would be better to take
away a day of spring break.?

L ast i ssue' s
r i ddl e answer :
Er ik can touch the
ceiling

R i ddl e of t he week :
What can be seen in the middle of the months 'April' and 'March', that cannot be
seen in the beginning or end of either month?
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Arquiett tomoveback
toCanada
By Erik Geier

T he Hamilton community is shocked by
the recent news that our beloved teacher, Mr.
Arquiett, will be moving back to his homeland of Canada. This comes as a huge surprise as many members of the HCS community were expecting Arquiett to try and get
the newly vacated job of principal.

The Hamilton community hopes that it isn?t
too late to keep Mr. Arquiett in town. The
Emerald Press staff urges all students to approach Arquiett and beg for him to stay. We
will also be starting the hashtag #pleasestayarquiett to show him how much he is valued
by HCS.

has been revealed to be the masked vigilante
seen in the photograph below.
The locals call him ?Spider- Dan? and his
identity was previously unknown until
Jerome?s mother, Amy, found the Spider-Dan
suit hidden in his backpack.

Spider-Dan'ssecret
identityrevealed
By r.hunt on snap

When asked about why he was making this
move Arquiett said ?the hockey in central
New York doesn?t live up to the standards of
my Canadian heritage. I can?t wait to join a
solid beer league team.? He also said ?I miss
having colored money. In America my wallet
looks so bland and boring. My favorite bill is
the Canadian 20 dollar; the blue really pops.?
He also had complaints about the weather
here. He stated that ?there isn?t real cold in
central New York, and everybody here complains during the winter even though it?s
warmer than a Canadian summer.? These
comments have shocked the Hamilton community as we all thought he was very happy
with life in Hamilton.

Spider-Dan was reprimanded in the library, a
scolding that echoed the halls of the high
school.
?I am so angry with him? said Amy Jerome,
?he could get himself killed running around
in that ridiculous suit. It?s almost as bad as
his male romper.?
Spider- Dan has helped take down notorious
thugs of the Village of Hamilton. A notable
villain brought down by this vigilante include
crime boss Richard Hanson, who has been
smuggling illicit grains into his classroom
with an economic stimulation of a ?wheat
market? every year.

I

n a recent development, Hamilton Cen-

tral school senior Daniel Joseph Jerome Sr.

This move will shake up the HCS community and cause many problems. Arquiett is a
legendary biology teacher, modified soccer
coach, track coach, and men?s league hockey
player. It will be a challenge for Hamilton to
find a replacement as qualified and talented
as Arquiett. On top of losing Arquiett, his
wife, Ms. White will be accompanying him
on this move. She is an amazing English
teacher who is known for her stellar teaching
of vocab and grammar rules to middle
schoolers. It will also be very difficult to
find an adequate replacement for her.

A4

Will Spider- Dan remain active in taking
down criminals now that his secret identity
has been unmasked? That aspect still remains
a mystery. Wherever Spider- Dan is, he is
most likely doing good for all Hamiltonians
and keeping this beloved village safe.
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AnXin'scandy
businessexposed

Professor VanFossen
movingtoHamilton

By Bench Appearo

H

CS Freshman An Xin Zheng?s candy

business has been wildly successful in bringing in droves of students to purchase his
cheap candy. After countless lunches advertising his wares and lots of hard work sourcing goods, he has built up a loyal customer
base that includes students of all ages. An
Xin has explained to all that he has been donating his profits to the HCS Friends of Music, which offers support to the school?s music department, but when asked if they had
received any, they had no knowledge of the
business. After this was discovered, a probe

By Vergil

A

P Latin and Latin IV?s Professor Anne

van Fossen is reportedly moving to Hamilton, as opposed to teaching online from her
home in Naples, Idaho. According
to reports from across America, she,
accompanied by her 6,000 strong
goat legion, has been traveling by
highway in a huge Roman-style
chariot. HCS Latin students are enthused by this news since they will
be able to have more one-on-one
help with translating sections of
Caesar?s ?Commentarii de Bello
Gallico,? which they have been
working on since the onset of the
third marking period. AP Latin student Sam Williams said ?I am beyond excited for professor Van Fossen to come to Hamilton. I can?t
wait to meet her goats,? while senior
Tarik Cigeroglu said, ?It?ll definitely
be great to have her here, but
what?re we going to do with all the
goats??
The last question has been asked many times
and met with much discussion from both the

was launched, and An Xin was found to have
been conducting his multi- million dollar
company fraudulently and was arrested last
week on charges of extortion, tax fraud,
forgery, and grand larceny. Zheng will go on
trial next month, facing a combined 289-year
prison sentence, but many believe he will get
off with no time, as his high- powered legal
team has been known to clear charges in
mere days. Until then, however, the HCS
population will miss the great candy and
great service that An Xin?s business offers.

A5
Village of Hamilton, as well as Colgate University. With Hamilton?s current population
of 4,108, goats will outnumber humans, with
three goats for every two humans. Local
farms have been frantically expanding their
barns, and construction has begun on an
enormous fence around the village green, but
there is still a high demand for goat residencies. Wherever the town ends up putting the
goats, it will certainly be well protected, as
the animals are well versed in ancient Roman
military tactics.

E nt er t ai nment
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GavinRutledgetostar
inAvengers: Endgame
By Thanos

I

n an recent interview with CNN, Tom

Holland, the actor that plays Spiderman in the
wildly popular Marvel Cinematic Universe,
released a spoiler that has left Hamilton students in awe. According to Holland, Bruce
Lee will be teaming up with HCS sixthgrader and karate master Gavin Rutledge in
order to take down Thanos, after his destruction of half of the universe?s population. It
will certainly be interesting to see how this
dynamic duo will take down the world?s most
powerful villain, but at least we know it won?t
be Ant-man doing all the dirty work in saving
the universe.

Wheelsof theYear
By Kaiser Wilhelm II

A

fter weeks of sitting out in the student

parking lot, HCS senior TJ Larson has finally
sold his defective car. However, he had no
idea how good the return on his investment
would be. Two hours after posting the car
(which was recently featured as the wheels of
the week) on popular online marketplace
Craigslist for $4, he was contacted by the Society of Automotive History, who explained
the deep- rooted origins of the vehicle. According to them, the car was used to transport
Archduke Franz Ferdinand at the time of his
assassination, which, to many historians, was
the catalyst to the outbreak of World War
One.
Larson will be selling his car at a highprofile auction in Monaco later this year,
where automobile experts estimate it will sell
for approximately $12 million. When asked
what he will do with all the money, he said:
?I don?t know, maybe buy some apple juice.?
Despite the fortune TJ will have, he will still
be going to college in the fall of this year.

As for Tom Holland?s role in the MCU, rumors have been circulating that he will be replaced in the role of Spiderman by the
beloved Tobey Maguire, the actor who played
him in the original Spiderman series. No
matter what happens to Holland, it will be
great to see a local legend star in what should
be one of the highest grossing movies of alltime, and the end of a 22 movie arc.

Reminder:
No School
Friday!
A new study has
found that brushing
your teeth is bad for
you!

S por t s
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Varsity Tennis season
canceledafter reports
of hazing
By Shawn Spencer
The Hamilton tennis team has been shut
down this year due to hazing from older
students.
It has been discovered that seniors Katherine
MacPherson and Candelaria Barrera- Mejia
have been hazing younger members of the
tennis team. Their main form of hazing was
playing an enlarged version of ?sting pong?
where they serve a ping pong ball at the bare
backs of the younger team members. Additional hazing took place when younger
members were forced to eat the Pizza Pub
death wing sauce.
Other senior team members were very disappointed they don?t get to have a season this
year, especially tennis prodigy Aidan Woods.
Aidan is worried that the cancelling of the
season will negatively affect his professional
tennis contract, and that his $4,000,00 per
match will be reduced or taken away.

LePagehaswins
vacatedafter steroid
usediscovered

MacPherson and Barrera- Mejia refused to
comment on the matter.

By Schuyler Lemal-Brown

Coach Reynolds said ?I feel for Aidan. It?s so
sad that he doesn't get to have his senior season. He?s so good that he essentially is our
coach.?

Next year the tennis team will hopefully less
problematic, thanks to the (presumed) graduation of Barrera-Mejia and MacPherson.

Former New Hartford baseball standout and
Hamilton Central school teacher and coach
Joe LePage will have all career wins and accomplishments vacated due to new findings

that he has been using steroids since the fifth
grade. Once this information became public,
the majority of people were shocked.
While some were baffled, it did not come as
a surprise to others. ?I knew there was no
way he could be that naturally jacked? said
Junior Beth Dawkins, one of the few people

who were not surprised by these revelations.
LePage said that he began ?juicing? at a
young age in order to make it to the collegiate level for baseball and football.
All of LePage?s wins at the coaching, college, and high school levels will be vacated,
and a further investigation by the school will
be underway shortly.

G ames
APRIL 1, 2023
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Puzzl es/ f un stuf f
Th i nk of a numb er. M ul ti pl y i t b y
si x . A dd 10. Sub tract 10. Di v i de
by si x . I f done correctl y, your
number sh oul d b e th e same.
Fasci nati ng!

Usi ng onl y addi ti on,
h ow do you add ei gh t
8?s and get th e number
1000?
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Col ori ng

Apr i l
Fool s !
This issue is for entertainment
purposes ONLY. None of the
information contained in this issue is
factual, and should not be taken as
the truth.

